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Abstract— The Doppler shift obtained from synthetic aperture
radar (SAR) measurements comprises the combined contribution
to the radial motion of the ocean surface induced by the sea
state (wind waves and swell) and underlying surface currents.
Hence, to obtain reliable estimates of the ocean surface current
(OCS), the sea-state-induced Doppler shifts must be accurately
estimated and eliminated. In this study, we use a semiempirical
dual co-polarization Doppler velocity (DPDop) model, presented
in the companion paper, to calculate sea-state-induced Doppler
shifts using buoy-measured wind speed, wind direction, and ocean
wave spectra. The DPDop model-simulated Doppler shifts are
compared with the collocated Sentinel-1B SAR Wave (WV) mode
observations at the 24◦ and 37◦ incidence angles, showing a bias
of −0.24 Hz and a root-mean-square error (RMSE) of 5.55 Hz.
This evaluation is also implemented on a simplified DPDop model
at the same incidence angles. The model inputs include wind
fields from the European Center for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) and wave characteristic parameters (e.g.,
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significant wave height (SWH), mean wave direction, and mean
wavenumber) from WAVEWATCH III (WW3). The estimated
Doppler shifts are validated using the ascending and descending
observations of Sentinel-1B WV over the global ocean. Fur-
thermore, the comparisons show that the bias and RMSE are
−0.71 and 9.25 Hz, respectively. Based on accurate wave bias
correction, we obtain the radial current speeds of the ocean
surface from the Doppler shift measurements. The estimated
current speeds are compared with the collocated high-frequency
(HF) radar measurements, with a bias of −0.04 m/s and an RMSE
of 0.15 m/s. These results suggest that the original and simplified
DPDop models can be used to estimate sea-state-induced Doppler
shifts and, thus, derive accurate surface current retrievals.

Index Terms— Doppler shift, dual co-polarization Doppler
velocity (DPDop) model, synthetic aperture radar (SAR).

I. INTRODUCTION

THE ocean surface roughness sensed by spaceborne syn-
thetic aperture radars (SARs) is linked to surface wind,

waves, and currents, as well as surfactants. Previous studies
have demonstrated that ocean surface current (OSC) infor-
mation can be obtained from SAR Doppler shift measure-
ments [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8]. The SAR-measured
instantaneous Doppler shift comprises various contributions
from surface wind, waves, and currents. Therefore, accurately
estimating and eliminating the sea-state-induced Doppler shift
signal is crucial for deriving reliable OSCs.

The sea-state-induced Doppler shifts include contributions
from wind waves and the swell. The Doppler shift associated
with wind waves has been investigated under different wind
conditions and radar configurations (i.e., incidence angle,
radar look angle, frequencies, and polarization) [9], [10],
[11], [12], [13], [14]. Among them, an empirical geophysical
model function, CDOP, was developed to predict the wind-
wave-induced Doppler shift at VV and HH polarizations [9].
However, CDOP only considered the contribution of wind
waves to the Doppler shift, while that of swell was ignored.
Recently, another empirical model, CDOP3S, has been devel-
oped to estimate wind-wave- and swell-induced Doppler shifts
using the triple collocation of Sentinel-1B SAR Wave (WV)
mode observations, wind fields from ECMWF, and wave
fields from WW3 [7]. Compared to CDOP, CDOP3S yields
significant improvements because the additional effect of swell
on Doppler shift was considered. However, CDOP3S cannot
reproduce realistic sea-state-induced contributions to Doppler
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shift observations due to the overfitting of the model during
training. Thus, an updated model, CDOP3SX, was proposed
to compute Doppler shifts using the range-directed component
of the wind vector and wave orbital velocity [8]. CDOP3SX
yields more realistic Doppler shifts than CDOP and CDOP3S
because it considers the combined wind- and wave-induced
motion. Based on the CDOP3SX model, the estimates of the
sea state contribution under mixed wind fetch conditions were
improved from a refined empirical model (CDOP3SiX) [8]
by separating the contributions of wind waves and swell to
Doppler shift observations.

Unlike the aforementioned empirical models, a semiempir-
ical ocean surface Doppler velocity model (DPDop; see [15],
a companion paper) was developed to estimate Doppler
shifts associated with wind waves and swell. The dual co-
polarization Doppler velocity (DPDop) model was derived
from the geophysical model function C-SARMOD2 [16]
and the empirical wave-breaking scattering model [17]. The
DPDop model can be used to estimate wave-induced Doppler
shifts, given the wind speed, wind direction, and ocean wave
spectra. Compared with the empirical models, the DPDop
model can simulate each component of Doppler velocity, such
as the velocities of the resonant Bragg waves and breaking
waves, the contributions of tilt and hydrodynamic modulations
of scattering facets by the long surface waves. However,
the performance of the DPDop model has not yet been
substantially evaluated. Moreover, wave spectra are sometimes
unavailable, which impedes the application of the DPDop
model.

In this study, we first simplify the original DPDop model
to extend its usability. The simplified DPDop model can
be applied to estimate wave-induced Doppler shifts using
wave characteristic parameters (e.g., significant wave height
(SWH) and mean wave direction, etc.) instead of surface
wave spectra. Subsequently, the wave-induced Doppler shifts
simulated by the original and simplified DPDop models are
systematically validated with the collocated Sentinel-1B SAR
WV mode observations. Finally, we retrieve the radial current
speeds of the ocean surface from Sentinel-1B WV data and
compare them with high-frequency (HF) radar measurements.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section II
describes the data set. In Section III, we present the simulation
and validation results of the original and simplified DPDop
models. The conclusion is given in Section IV.

II. DATASET

A. Sentinel-1 Data
In this study, Sentinel-1B Level 2 ocean surface radial veloc-

ity (RVL) data are used to validate the original and simplified
DPDop models. The RVL data are derived from 78 190 SAR
global WV scenes from December 2017 to January 2018 [see
Fig. 1(a) and (b)]. The WV mode alternately acquires data
in 20 × 20 km vignettes with a 5 × 5 m spatial resolution
every 100 km along the orbit, with two different incidence
angles (24◦ for WV1 and 37◦ for WV2). In addition to RVL,
the Sentinel-1B Level 2 data contain auxiliary information,
including the collocated wind and wave fields from ECMWF
and WW3, respectively.

Fig. 1. Radial Doppler velocities of the global ocean surface derived from
Sentinel-1B WV mode observations from December 2017 to January 2018:
(a) ascending and (b) descending. (c) and (d) are similar to (a) and (b), but
observations acquired over regions with moderate and strong currents are
discarded. The black pluses denote the location of the NDBC buoys. The
purple areas on (a)–(d) represent the regions of the HF radar surface current
measurements.

To obtain an accurate RVL, the Doppler shift due to the
relative velocity of the SAR and rotating earth ( f geo

dc ) and
the Doppler shift induced by an antenna electronic mis-
pointing ( f elec

dc ) need to be estimated and subtracted from
the SAR-measured Doppler shift. The details for estimating
these two nongeophysical Doppler terms can be found in [7]
and [18]. The geophysical Doppler shift ( f phys

dc ) induced by
ocean surface wind, waves, and currents can be further derived
according to f phys

dc = fdc − f geo
dc − f elec

dc . In turn, ocean surface
RVLs are estimated using the geophysical Doppler shift

Urvl = −
π f phys

dc

kesinθ
(1)

where ke is the electromagnetic wavenumber (for the C-band,
ke = 112 rad/m), and θ is the radar incidence angle. Note
that Urvl is positive or negative when the target on the ocean
surface moves away from or toward the radar, respectively.
It should be noted that the RVL depends on wind-wave-
induced motion. The wind waves are generated by both
meridional and zonal wind components. The same sign of
RVL in the entire 30◦S ∼ 30◦N belt indicates that the zonal
wind is dominant. The meridional wind, with different signs
in northeasterly and southeasterly trade wind zones, is less
important. As shown in Fig. 1, the zonal wind moves toward
and away from the radar for ascending and descending tracks,
thereby yielding the RVL with opposite signs.

Notably, Sentinel-1B RVL includes contributions from
waves and currents, while Doppler velocity simulations from
the original and simplified DPDop models are only associ-
ated with wave-induced motion. Previous studies have shown
that small-scale ocean currents significantly affect the sea
state [19], [20]. To compare the simulated and measured
Doppler shifts, we need to remove the contributions of currents
to the Sentinel-1B RVL measurements. Thus, Sentinel-1B
WV observations acquired over regions where near-surface
currents are larger than 0.15 m/s are removed using the drifter-
derived climatology of global near-surface ocean currents [21].
We also exclude WV scenes acquired over relatively shallow
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water areas (<1000 m) and regions close to land (<110 km)
to alleviate the effect of ocean bottom topography on surface
waves [22] and coastal wind fields. Moreover, to avoid the
effects of sea ice, WV acquisitions over high latitudes (>55◦)

are discarded. Based on the above criterion, 34 333 WV
observations are removed, but there are still 43 857 data
pairs [see Fig. 1(c) and (d)] that can be used for the model
validation.

B. HF Radar Data

HF radars are shore-based microwave instruments and can
measure OSCs over a large region (∼300 km) of the coastal
ocean under most weather conditions. The HF radar transmits
electromagnetic waves of 3–50 MHz (10–100 m wavelengths),
which travel along the ocean surface beyond the horizon and
are scattered from the surface waves of half radar wavelength.
The Doppler shift of the backscattered signal is used to
measure the radial current speed of the ocean surface [23].
The accuracies of the HF radar current measurements typically
range from 5 to 20 cm/s [24], [25], [26]. In this study, we use
hourly HF radar current measurements with a spatial resolution
of 6 km to validate SAR-derived radial current speeds. These
data are acquired in the east and west coastal areas of the
USA and can be accessed on the HF Radar Network (HFRNet)
website1.

C. Buoy Data

Sentinel-1B Level 2 RVL data were collocated with nine
in situ National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) buoys. The buoy
locations are shown in Fig. 1. These buoys measure hourly
wind speed and direction, as well as characteristic wave
parameters, such as SWH and dominant wave periods, which
are available on the NDBC website2. The buoy measurements
and RVL data were required to be within a spatial distance of
50 km and a time interval of 30 min. The buoy-measured wind
speeds are converted to the 10 m height using a logarithmical
wind profile equation [27].

Moreover, these buoys also measure the directional wave
spectrum S( f, ϕ), which can be estimated using the nondi-
rectional wave height spectrum C11( f ) and the directional
spreading function D( f, ϕ): S( f, ϕ) = C11( f ) × D( f, ϕ).
Note that the original directional spreading function Do( f, ϕ)

cannot be directly used to calculate the directional wave
spectrum because it is broad. Thus, we use the maximum
entropy method [28] to estimate the new directional spreading
function DN ( f, ϕ). The details of the DN ( f, ϕ) estimates are
presented in Appendix. The directional frequency spectrum
can be determined by the following equation:

S( f, ϕ) = C11( f )DN ( f, ϕ) (2)

where f is the wave frequency and ϕ is the wave direc-
tion (oceanographic convention). The directional wavenumber
spectrum S(k, ϕ) is given as follows:

S(k, ϕ) = S( f, ϕ)
d f
dk

=
S( f, ϕ)

8π2 f

[
tanh(kh)+

kh
cosh2(kh)

]
(3)

1https://hfrnet-tds.ucsd.edu/thredds/catalog.html
2https://www.ndbc.noaa.gov

Fig. 2. (a) and (b) are the estimated ocean wave spectra of the mixed sea
state (wind wave and swell) with the original and new directional spreading
functions. The red arrows represent the wind direction. (c) and (d) are similar
to (a) and (b), except for the pure wind wave.

where k is the wavenumber and h is the finite water depth.
Subsequently, the omnidirectional elevation spectrum S(k) is
obtained as follows:

S(k) =

∫ π

−π

S(k, ϕ)dϕ. (4)

Consequently, the omnidirectional saturation spectrum is
given by the following equation:

B(k) = k3S(k). (5)

Based on (2) and (3), we calculate the wave spectra using
the original and new directional spreading functions. Fig. 2
shows the wave spectra estimates for two typical cases. The
first case represents the mixed sea state conditions comprising
two different wave systems (a swell and a wind wave),
while the second is a pure wind wave. For both cases, the
estimated wave spectra using the new directional spread-
ing function are narrower than those with the original one.
In order to compare the original DPDop model simulations
with Sentinel-1B observations, Sentinel-1B WV data were
collocated with NDBC buoy wind and wave observations.
A total number of 30 matchup pairs were obtained, including
Doppler shift, RVL, wind speed and direction, and ocean wave
spectra. Fig. 3 illustrates the estimated ocean wave spectra
consisting of the different wave systems (wind waves, mixed
sea state, and swell). These wave spectra are calculated using
a buoy-measured nondirectional wave height spectrum and the
new directional spreading function, which are used to calculate
wave-induced Doppler shifts using the original DPDop model.

III. MODEL SIMULATIONS AND VALIDATION

A. Validation of the Original DPDop Model

Regarding the data set mentioned in Section II, the
Sentinel-1B data acquired over regions with moderate and
strong ocean currents have been filtered, and thus, the Doppler
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Fig. 3. Estimated ocean wave spectra (e.g., wind waves, mixed sea state,
and swell) using the buoy-measured nondirectional wave height spectrum and
the new directional spreading function. The abscissa and ordinate and contour
values of this figure are same as in Fig. 2. The red arrows represent the wind
direction.

Fig. 4. Dependence of the simulated and measured Doppler shifts at the
(a) 24◦ and (b) 37◦ incidence angles on the radial wind speed. The solid
green circles, red pluses, blue open circles, and black triangles represent the
simulations from the CDOP, CDOP3SX, and DPDop models and Sentinel-1B
observations, respectively. Note that the simulated and observed Doppler shifts
are induced by wind waves and swell.

shift and RVL measurements can be considered as a com-
bined contribution of wind waves and swell. Based on this
rationale, the original DPDop model can be evaluated using
Sentinel-1B Doppler shift measurements. Fig. 4 illustrates
how the measured and simulated Doppler shifts increase with
an increase in radial wind speeds, whether the wind comes
toward or moves away from the radar. The simulated Doppler
shifts from various empirical or semiempirical models, such as
CDOP, CDOP3SX, and DPDop, are overall in agreement with
Sentinel-1B observations at the 24◦ and 37◦ incidence angles.
The differences between CDOP simulations and Sentinel-1B
measurements may be because CDOP does not consider the

Fig. 5. Comparisons of the simulated Doppler shifts to the Sentinel-1B
observations. (a) CDOP, (b) CDOP3SX, (c) original DPDop, and (d) simplified
DPDop models. Note that the simulated and observed Doppler shifts are
induced by wind waves and swell.

contribution of swell to the Doppler shift. We also observed
that CDOP3SX simulations are significantly smaller than
Sentinel-1B observations at the 37◦ incidence angle when the
wind moves away from the radar. The underestimations are
possibly associated with the fact that CDOP3SX cannot well
simulate wave-induced Doppler shifts for underdeveloped seas
in the coastal zone [8]. Compared to CDOP and CDOP3SX,
DPDop-simulated Doppler shifts are closer to Sentinel-1B
measurements. This is because the DPDop model development
does not require the observed Doppler shift and, thus, the
residual nongeophysical signals associated with calibration
errors are not involved.

The simulated and measured Doppler shifts were quantita-
tively compared. Fig. 5(a) shows that the CDOP simulations
exhibit discrepancies with Sentinel-1B observations, with a
large bias of −2.38 Hz and an RMSE of 7.87 Hz. The
CDOP model ignores the contribution of swell to the Doppler
shift, which accounts for the distinct differences. CDOP3SX
seems to improve Doppler shift simulations in terms of a
reduced RMSE of 5.56 Hz [see Fig. 5(b)]. However, com-
pared to the measured Doppler shifts, the increased negative
bias (−2.61 Hz) indicates that CDOP3SX simulations are
underestimated. Fig. 5(c) illustrates that the DPDop-simulated
Doppler shifts are consistent with the Sentinel-1B measure-
ments; moreover, the bias and RMSE are −0.24 and 5.55 Hz,
respectively. These errors are much smaller than those of
CDOP because DPDop considers the mixed contributions of
swell and wind waves to the Doppler shift. We also compare
the simulated Doppler shifts from the simplified DPDop model
with those measured by Sentinel-1B. Fig. 5(d) shows that the
bias (0.28 Hz) and RMSE (6.11 Hz) of the simplified DPDop
model are comparable to those of the original DPDop model.
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The details of the simplified DPDop model are introduced
in Section III-B.

B. Simplified DPDop Model

According to the companion paper [15], the governing
equation of the DPDop model is as follows:

VD = us + (1−PNP)cB + PNPcNP + cT
+ PNPcH

wb (6)

where VD is the ocean surface RVL due to the combined
wind-wave-, swell-, and current-induced motion. us is the
OSC velocity; cB and cNP are the Doppler velocities of the
Bragg scattering and breaking wave facets; cT represents
the tilting effect of the scattering facets (Bragg waves and
breakers) by longer surface waves (see (9), (12), (19), and
(29) in the companion paper); and cH

wb represents the effect
of hydrodynamic modulations of wave breaking by longer
surface waves. The term PNP is the key parameter of the
original DPDop model and represents the relative contribution
of nonpolarized scattering to the total radar backscattering (see
Figs. 2–4 in the companion paper). Accordingly, (1 − PNP) is
the relative contribution of Bragg scattering.

The ocean surface wave spectra are the key input parameter
of the original DPDop model. However, only a few wave rider
buoys can provide wave spectra observations. The sparse wave
spectra measurements over the global ocean limit the sub-
stantial validations and applications of this model. Although
microwave satellites, such as SAR and wave scatterometer,
can measure wave spectra from space, their accuracy needs to
be improved, especially under high wind conditions. As intro-
duced in the companion paper, cT and cH

wb in (6) are functions
of the wave spectra and the main contribution to cT and
cH

wb comes from the longest surface waves. Therefore, the
integral parameters of dominant waves (e.g., SWH, mean wave
direction, and mean wavenumber) can be used as DPDop
input for calculating Doppler velocity, when wave spectra
observations are not available.

In the simplified DPDop model, we do not distinguish
different wave systems, such as the wind waves and swell
(or even the number of swell systems), in the mixed sea
state. Instead, we propose to handle a “single” wave system
consisting of large-scale waves existing in real sea states for
the purpose of simplification. Thus, wave characteristic param-
eters can be derived from directional wavenumber spectrum
S(k, ϕ) or the omnidirectional elevation spectrum S(k). The
wave energy (E) is calculated by the following equation:

E =

∫ kl

0
S(k)dk (7)

where kl is the buoy-measured maximum wavenumber. Fur-
thermore, the SWH is estimated from the wave energy

Hs = 4
√

E . (8)

The mean wavenumber is defined as follows:

km =

∫ kl

0 S(k)kdk∫ kl

0 S(k)dk
. (9)

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF THE WAVE CHARACTERISTIC PARAMETERS DERIVED

FROM THE WAVEDIRECTIONAL SPECTRA ESTIMATED WITH THE NEW
DIRECTIONAL SPREADINGFUNCTION. THE TWO TYPICAL CASES

(I AND II) CORRESPOND TO A MIXED SEASTATE (WIND WAVE
AND SWELL) AND A PURE WIND WAVE, RESPECTIVELY

Furthermore, the mean wave direction can be calculated
from the directional wavenumber spectrum S(k, ϕ)

cos (ϕm) =

∫∫
cos(ϕ)S(k, ϕ)dkdϕ∫∫

S(k, ϕ)dkdϕ

sin(ϕm) =

∫∫
sin(ϕ)S(k, ϕ)dkdϕ∫∫

S(k, ϕ)dkdϕ

ϕm = arctan
[

sin(ϕm)

cos(ϕm)

]
. (10)

Table I summarizes the wave characteristic parameters
derived from the wave directional spectra [ocean wave spectra
in Fig. 2(b) and (d)] estimated with the new directional spread-
ing function. These parameters are key input components of
the simplified DPDop model.

The surface saturation spectrum is simplified by the follow-
ing equation:

B(k, ϕ) = k3 Eδ(k − km)δ(ϕ − ϕm). (11)

Here, E is the wave energy linked to the SWH through (8). km

and ϕm are the mean wavenumber and mean wave direction,
respectively, defined by (9) and (10). δ(x) is the Dirac delta
function. For simplification, we substitute (11) in (20) and (29)
in the companion paper [15]. These two equations describe the
contributions of tilt modulations of Bragg waves and breakers
and the hydrodynamic modulations of wave breaking by long
surface waves to Doppler velocity, respectively.

cT
= −cotθ M t

f cos(ϕR − ϕm)Cmk2
m E (12)

and

cH
wb =

[
cos(ϕRϕm)Mh

1wb(ϕm, km)

+cotθ Mh
2wb(ϕm, km)

]
Cmk2

m E . (13)

Here, ϕR is the radar look direction, θ is the radar incidence
angle, km is the mean wavenumber, and Cm = C(km) is the
phase velocity at the mean wavenumber. The tilt and hydrody-
namic modulation transfer functions (M t

f and Mh
wb) are defined

in the companion paper (see [15, eqs. (18) and (27)]).
Based on (12) and (13), we estimate the last four terms

in (6). The sum of these terms represents the wave-induced
Doppler velocity. Subsequently, the estimated Doppler velocity
is converted to the Doppler shift using (1). In turn, the wind-
wave- and swell-induced contributions to the Doppler shift can
be expressed as a function of the radar geometry, wind speed
and direction, and wave characteristic parameters

fD = DPDop(u10, ϕw, Hs, ϕm, km, θ, ϕR, pol). (14)
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Fig. 6. Comparisons between the ECMWF wind and WW3 wave data and
the buoy observations. (a) Wind speed, (b) SWH, (c) mean wave direction,
and (d) mean wavenumber.

Here, fD is the Doppler shift, u10 is the ocean surface
wind speed at 10 m height, ϕw is the wind direction, Hs is
the SWH, ϕm is the mean wave direction, km is the mean
wavenumber, θ is the incidence angle, and ϕR is the radar look
direction. Additionally, pol stands for the polarization option
(HH or VV). The (14) represents the simplified DPDop model.

C. Validation of the Simplified DPDop Model

The inputs of the simplified DPDop model are the wind
fields and the wave characteristic parameters. Thus, we can use
the collocated wind and wave data from ECMWF and WW3 to
estimate the wave-induced Doppler shift and compare it with
Sentinel-1B observations. Before the comparison, we assess
the wind and wave data from ECMWF and WW3 using
the collocated buoy observations. Fig. 6(a) shows that the
ECMWF wind speeds are in good agreement with the buoy
observations when wind speeds range from 0 to 15 m/s.
The bias and RMSE are −0.31 and 1.24 m/s, respectively.
We also observed small deviations between the WW3 SWHs
and buoy measurements, with a bias of 0.07 m and an
RMSE of 0.38 m [see Fig. 6(b)]. The range of SWH for the
comparison is between 1 and 6 m. Moreover, the mean wave
direction and mean wavenumber from WW3 are comparable
to the buoy data except for individual outliers, as shown in
Fig. 6(c) and (d).

Fig. 7(a) illustrates the comparisons between the simulated
Doppler shifts from the simplified DPDop model and the
ascending and descending WV observations of Sentinel-1B
over the global ocean. The bias and RMSE are −0.71 and
9.25 Hz, respectively. We implemented similar evaluations
on CDOP3SX and CDOP, and the results are shown in
Fig. 7(b) and (c). The bias and RMSE of CDOP3SX are
slightly larger than those of the simplified DPDop model.

Fig. 7. Comparisons of the simulated Doppler shifts with the Sentinel-1B
observations. (a) Simplified DPDop model, (b) CDOP3SX, and (c) CDOP. The
red lines in (a)–(c) represent the linear regression between the measured and
simulated Doppler shifts. The color bar represents the number of observations.
Note that the simulated and observed Doppler shifts are induced by wind
waves and swell.

CDOP has a similar RMSE value to CDOP3SX and the
simplified DPDop model; however, it has a superior nega-
tive bias of −1.73 Hz. In addition to the bias and RMSE,
we also estimate the standard deviation (std) of three models.
The std is 9.22 Hz for the simplified DPDop model. The
corresponding values are 9.90 and 9.31 Hz for CDOP3SX
and CDOP, respectively. Compared to the Sentinel-1B observa-
tions, CDOP underestimates the Doppler shifts by 23%. In the
collocated dataset, the maximum wind speed from ECMWF
is 25.29 m/s, and this high wind speed corresponds to a freak
wave with an SWH of 8.53 m from WW3. Under these wind
and wave conditions, the Sentinel-1B measured Doppler shift
is −41.77 Hz, indicating that a high sea state can induce large
Doppler shifts. According to (12) and (13), large wave energy
produces considerable tilt and hydrodynamic modulations of
scattering facets by long surface waves. These two modula-
tions contribute significantly to the measured Doppler shift.
The simplified DPDop-simulated Doppler shift is −40.89 Hz,
consistent with Sentinel-1B observations. This suggests that
the simplified DPDop model can reproduce a realistic wave-
induced Doppler shift, at least for this case. In contrast, the
CDOP and CDOP3SX estimates deviate from the Sentinel-1B
measurements, with simulated Doppler shifts of −32.20 and
−34.88 Hz, respectively.

In order to retrieve ocean surface radial current speed, the
contributions of wind waves and swell to the Doppler shift
need to be eliminated. To this end, we first use the simplified
DPDop model to estimate wave-induced Doppler shifts, with
given wind fields from ECMWF and wave characteristic
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Fig. 8. Comparison of the Sentinel-1B SAR-retrieved radial OSC based
on the various wave bias correction models with the collocated HF radar
measurements. The solid green circles, red pluses, and blue open circles
represent the CDOP, CDOP3SX, and DPDop models, respectively.

parameters from WW3. Subsequently, Doppler shifts arising
from surface currents are derived from the differences between
Sentinel-1B measurements and the simplified DPDop model
estimates. Finally, radial current speeds are easily obtained
according to (1). We compare the retrieved radial current
speeds and the collocated HF radar observations, as shown
in Fig. 8. The Sentinel-1B SAR WV images and HF radar
measurements must be within a spatial interval of 10 km and
a time interval of 60 min. Based on this matchup criterion;
16 collocation pairs are obtained to validate the current speed.
The comparison of the retrieved radial current speeds with
the HF radar observations demonstrates consistency regard-
ing the small bias and RMSE values. The bias and RMSE
are −0.04 and 0.15 m/s for the simplified DPDop model,
−0.05 and 0.18 m/s for CDOP, and −0.04 and 0.21 m/s for
CDOP3SX, respectively. These errors are related to inaccurate
estimates of Doppler shifts associated with the nongeophysical
terms and sea state, as well as the uncertainty of the HF radar
measurements. The nongeophysical terms include the Doppler
shift arising from the relative velocity of the satellite and
rotating earth and the Doppler shift induced by an antenna
electronic mis-pointing. These nongeophysical terms must
be precisely estimated and eliminated from the measured
Doppler shift. However, the geometric Doppler shift is difficult
to calculate accurately from the satellite attitude and orbit
parameters. Thus, SAR images with land coverage help to
derive reliable corrections of bias induced by geometry and
antenna electronic mis-pointing. Moreover, sea-state-induced
Doppler shifts should also be accurately calculated to obtain
reasonable ocean surface radial current retrievals. This can be
conducted using the original and simplified DPDop models
because they both consider the contributions of wind waves
and swell to the Doppler shift.

IV. CONCLUSION

The SAR-measured geophysical Doppler shifts from the
ocean surface comprise various contributions from wind
waves, swell, and currents. To derive reliable OSC information
from SAR observations, wave-induced Doppler shifts must
be precisely estimated and eliminated. Thus, a semiempirical
model, termed the original DPDop, has been developed to
calculate Doppler shifts associated with wind waves and
swell [15]. However, this model has not yet been compre-
hensively evaluated. In this study, we use the original DPDop
model to simulate wave-induced Doppler shifts using buoy
wind and wave spectra data and compare them with the
collocated Sentinel-1B SAR WV mode observations. The bias
and RMSE are −0.24 and 5.55 Hz, respectively.

A key input of the original DPDop model is the sur-
face wave spectra, which are not always available over the
global ocean. Thus, we simplify the original DPDop model
to extend its application range. The inputs of the simplified
DPDop model are wind speed and direction, SWH, mean
wave direction, and mean wavenumber, rather than wave
spectra. We use the wind fields from ECMWF and wave
characteristic parameters from WW3 to calculate the wave-
induced Doppler shifts. The estimates are compared with
the ascending and descending Doppler shift measurements
of the Sentinel-1B SAR WV mode over the global ocean,
showing a bias of −0.71 Hz and an RMSE of 9.25 Hz.
We also use the buoy-measured wind and wave parameters
to compute wind wave and swell-induced Doppler shifts and
compare them to the collocated Sentinel-1B observations.
The bias and RMSE are 0.28 and 6.11 Hz. Moreover, the
simplified DPDop model simulations are compared to the
CDOP and CDOP3SX estimates. We observed that DPDop
is comparable to CDOP3SX but outperforms CDOP. This is
likely because the swell contribution to the Doppler shift was
ignored in CDOP. In contrast, the DPDop and CDOP3SX
models consider contributions from wind waves and swell.

The radial current speeds of the ocean surface are retrieved
from Sentinel-1B SAR WV mode Doppler shift observations
and compared with coastal HF radar measurements. The bias
between the SAR and HF radar observations is −0.04 m/s,
and the RMSE is 0.15 m/s. This suggests that the DPDop
model can reliably estimate the sea-state-induced Doppler
shift and, consequently, obtain accurate OSC information.
Further current validations are required using additional in situ
observations from surface drifters and numerical simulations
from the regional ocean circulation model.

APPENDIX A

The new directional spreading function is defined as
follows:

DN ( f, ϕ) =
1 − p1c̄1 − p2c̄2

|1 − p1e1 − p2e2|
2 . (15)

Here, c̄1 represents the conjugate of c1, and the parameters
of c1, c2, p1, p2, e1, and e2 are written as follows:

c1 = a1 + ib1, c2 = a2 + ib2 (16)
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p1 =
c1 − c2c̄1

1 − |c1|
2 , p2 = c2 − c1 p1 (17)

e1 = cos(α) − isin(α), e2 = cos(2α) − isin(2α). (18)

The range of α is 0 − 2π , and the parameters of a1, a2, b1,
b2 are given as follows:

a1 = cos(α1) ×
r1

100
, a2 = cos(2α2) ×

r2

100
(19)

b1 = sin(α1) ×
r1

100
, b2 = sin(2α2) ×

r2

100
. (20)

Here, r1 and r2 are the first and second normalized polar
coordinates of the nondimensional Fourier coefficients, respec-
tively; α1 and α2 are the mean and principal wave directions,
respectively.
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